
 

 

                                                                                                                   

 

 

Press release 
 
AFT Micromécanique is celebrating 25 years in high-precision medical technology 
 
AFT Micromécanique, which specialises in machining and milling for the Medtech 
industry, is celebrating its 25th anniversary, with very promising development 
prospects. AFT Micromécanique is a perfect example of a company that has been 
able to adapt the skills of an area renowned for its know-how in screw-cutting 
for the automotive industry, by specialising in machining for the Medtech 
industry.  
 
Fillinges (F) - Courgenay (CH), March 29, 2023 - Founded a quarter of a century ago 
in Fillinges (France), in a valley known worldwide for its technical expertise in screw-
cutting for the automotive industry, AFT Micromécanique has developed a recognised 
know-how in high-precision machining and NC milling of medical devices.  
AFT Micromécanique is a model in machining useful medical implants, from head to 
toe, whether orthopaedic, cervical and spinal implants or dental implants. It also 
manufactures urological and hearing-aid housings. 
The company specialises in machining medical instruments used in the dental sector 
and surgical robotics. It manufactures forceps and forceps tips, mainly in stainless steel 
type 316L or 17-4PH with passivation. 
 
“Medical parts require several different machining operations and complete precision," 
explains Jérôme Frésard, CEO of AFT Micromécanique. “All our machined components 
meet the strict standards of the medical industry. Each part is tailored to our customers' 
needs and requirements using titanium, stainless steel and PEEK. We also assemble 
complex ready-to-use parts.” 
 
Jérôme Frésard represents the 4th generation of the Frésard family, which is active in 
the industry. It was his father who created AFT Micromécanique in 1997 by daring to 
be the first to specialise in screw-cutting for the medical industry. Since then, the 
company has grown, building a second production site in Courgenay, Switzerland in 
2019. “This development means we are closer to our customers and having two  



 
 
 
 
production sites guarantees the security of supply, as well as meeting the demand of 
those of our customers who are committed to the Swiss Made label," explains Jérôme 
Frésard. “This is a new guarantee for our customers, as is our integration into the Acrotec 
Group, whose values and Medtech quality offer us value added.”  
 
AFT Micromécanique now employs 60 people, 47 of whom are based in Fillinges. The 
company continues to grow, with turnover almost doubling since 2018.  
“We attract both young, innovative start-ups and well-known medical end-product 
companies that appreciate our ability to produce small volumes," explains Jérôme 
Frésard. “AFT Micromécanique has an excellent reputation in the medical market and the 
development potential is huge with the innovations we are involved with.” 
 
For further information, please contact: Mr Stephan Post  
Ph: +41 (0)79 702 00 40 - spo@dynamicsgroup.ch 
 
About AFT Micromécanique: AFT Micromécanique is based in Fillinges, in Haute-Savoie (France), on 
the edge of the Arve Valley and has specialised in medical device machining for over twenty years. It 
integrates all the requirements of the market to guarantee high quality and a view to continuous 
improvement. AFT Micromécanique has had a site in Courgenay in the Swiss Jura since 2019 and is 
registered with the FDA (Food and Drug Administration in the USA). The company is ISO 13485/2016 
certified. www.aft-micromecanique.fr/en/ 
 
About the Acrotec Group: Acrotec is an independent group created by professionals in the field of 
micromechanics. Its main objective is to be a model subcontractor by offering a wide range of 
manufacturing processes for precision components. Its strategy is to provide "Swiss Made" quality 
products to its customers, enhanced by its three divisions: Watch & Jewellery, Medtech and Precision 
High-Tech, which includes the electronic, automotive and aeronautical sectors.   
The group is distinguished by the breadth of expertise it offers, under one roof, in precision 
machining (CNC turning, CNC multispindle turning, cam-type turning, 3 & 5-axis milling, micro-turning, 
precious metal transfer and machining); in support processes (surface treatment, cutting, assembly, 
heat treatment, decoration and laser engraving); and specific processes (UV-Liga component 
production, wire erosion/sinkhole machining, synthetic stone machining, lamination, spring forming, 
machine and tool production and silicon engraving - DRIE). The Group currently employs over 2,700 
people. https://acrotec.ch/en/  
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